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While learning about the caregiver experience, our group took a 

focused interest on the notion of caregiving networks. Further 

secondary research revealed that sharing caregiving responsibilities 

across a group of individuals lessens emotional burden and improves 

mental health for all parties involved.


However, balancing the emotional and logistical needs of care 

recipients with multiple caregivers is challenging. We also discovered 

through interviews with local caregivers that prescription information is 

poorly centralized across caregiving networks, causing difficulties with 

information recall. In response to this, our desired outcome for this 

project became to help caregiving networks share, access, and 

manage the medicinal information concerning their loved ones. 


Our team designed WeCare, a mobile application that allows networks 

of caregivers to collaboratively manage medicinal information and refill 

tasks for their loved ones with confidence. 
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Wilson & Mary

Hailey Sophie

An aging couple who require  

full time care.

Daughter to Wilson and 

Mary. Lives with them and 

serves as primary caregiver.

Son to Wilson and Mary. Helps 

his sister Hailey with caregiving 

responsibilities.

Wilson and Mary’s respite 

nurse. Cares for the couple 

occasionally on weekends.
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Primary Caregiver Respite Caregiver

Care Recipients

Abel
Secondary Caregiver

Network of personas

Contextualized use case



Hailey

Sophie

Abel

Checks dosage of 


her mom’s Synthroid

Creates a refill task for 

Synthroid assigned to Abel

Notified  

of refill task

Marks refill  

task complete

Notified that refill


task was completed

Gives Sophie, the weekend  

respite care, permission to 

access her parents’ med lists

Notified of  

renewed access

Reviews Mary and


Wilson’s med lists

WeCare touch point Real life tasks

Abel picks up


Synthroid


at pharmacy

Hailey administers  

the Synthroid to her 

mom. She realizes it 

is running low

Hailey starts 

packing for 

weekend trip

Sophie heads 

over to take  

care of Mary  

and Wilson

14
Tuesday

User network journey

Contextualized use case
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Architecture
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Architecture

Site map
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1

3

4

2Care recipient toggle  

Alternate between viewing the med lists of 

respective care recipients


Med List body 

Care recipient medicines listed with dosage and 

any associated refill tasks 


Add a medication  

Button that initiates the adding a medication flow 

Navigation bar 

Actively on the Med List tab. Includes links to the 

Network tab and Me tab

1

3

4

2

Interaction models - Med list

Architecture
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1

2

3

4

Interaction models - Network view

Architecture
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Calendar toggle 

Alternate to the calendar to view refill tasks 

organized by day


Network body 

Caregivers and Care Recipients in the network 

listed with active links to their detail pages


Inactive Caregiver 

Caregivers currently without permission to view 

the med lists and refills tasks appear greyed out 

Add a network member  

Button that initiates the adding a network  

member flow

1

3

4
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1

2

3

4

Interaction models - Med detail

Architecture
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Edit button 

Click to enter edit state in which the medication’s 

information can be changed and saved


Med Detail body 

View information about a medication including 

dosage, frequency taken, and prescription 

expiration date


Task panel 

View which tasks are associated with the current 

medication. Click a task to reveal its detail page  

Create a refill task  

Button that initiates the creating a refill task flow

1

3

4
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1

3

2
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Interaction models - Caregiver detail

Architecture

Caregiver body  

View the caregiver’s contact information 


Permissions toggle  

Use this toggle to change the permissions of the 

caregiver. If the toggle is off, the caregiver cannot 

view the med lists or refill tasks


Task panel  

View which tasks are associated with the current 

caregiver. Click a task to reveal its detail page 

1

3
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Key path wireflows
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The user is taken to the 

account creation page to fill 

out details when “Sign up” 

is clicked.

Tapping on the button finalizes 

the account creation, the user 

is then taken to the 

onboarding flow.

1 2

1 2
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Sign up

Key path wireflow



Swiping scrolls through the different steps of the onboarding 

tutorial. Skip can also be clicked to be taken to the Med List 

page.

3

3 4 5

4 5 Pressing done brings the 

user to the Med List page.

6

6
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Onboarding

Key path wireflow



The user is prompted to 

select whether they want 

to add a care recipient or a 

caregiver to their network.

If the user taps on “Add care 

recipient”, the continue 

button turns into its active 

state, and they can proceed 

to add details about the care 

recipient.

3The user is prompted to 

add a care network 

member with the + icon.

1 2 Tapping on the button takes 

the user to the prompt for 

linking the care recipient’s 

Premera account.

4

1

2

3 4
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Key path wireflow

Adding a care recipient (1/2)



Pressing “Continue” brings 

the user back to the 

Network list showing that 

the care recipient has been 

added.

Tapping on “Request access 

now” takes the user to the 

request confirmation screen, 

and sends a email to the care 

recipient.

5 6

5

6
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Key path wireflow

Adding a care recipient (2/2)



The user is prompted to 

select whether they want 

to add a care recipient or a 

caregiver to their network.

If the user taps on “Add care 

recipient” the continue 

button turns into its active 

state, and they can proceed 

to add details about the care 

recipient.

3The user is prompted to add a 

care network member with the 

+ icon.

1 2

1

2

3
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Adding a caregiver (1/2)

Key path wireflow



Pressing “Add” brings the 

user back to the Network 

list showing that the 

caregiver has been added.

4

4
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Adding a caregiver (2/2)

Key path wireflow



1
2

3

Tapping on the white 

button captures and reads 

the information on the med 

label. This leads the user to 

a pre-filled med details 

page.

The user is prompted to 

scan a medicine label 

when the + icon is pressed.

1 2

Pressing “confirm details” 

takes the user to the non-

editable med details 

screen. 

3
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Adding a medication - Scan to add

Key path wireflow



Tapping on the pen icon 

takes the user to a med 

details page with empty 

forms.

The user is prompted to 

scan a medicine label 

when the + icon is 

pressed.

1 2

1

2

3

Pressing “confirm details” 

takes the user to the non-

editable med details 

screen. 

3
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Adding a medication - Enter manually

Key path wireflow



1

2

3

Pressing “create" brings 

the user to the med details 

page where the task was 

created. 

Tapping on the Med List 

icon in the nav bar brings 

the user back to the Med 

List. 

3Press the + button to be 

taken to the task creation 

screen.

1 2
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Add refill tasks

Key path wireflow



1

2

3

Tap the toggle button to 

change the ability for the 

caregiver to view the med 

list and refill tasks.

Tapping on the Networks 

button on the nav bar brings 

the user back to the 

Network list.

3Tap anywhere on the row 

for the caregiver’s profile 

you want to check.

1 2
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Restricting caregiver permissions

Key path wireflow



Tapping on the Network 

icon in the nav bar shows 

the temp caregiver a list of 

members in the network, 

listed without refill tasks.

Tapping on the “Calendar” 

tab shows the temp 

caregiver the lock screen 

too because that page 

features refill tasks.

3The temporary caregiver 

visits their Me page and 

sees that they are 

inactive. They check the 

Med List.

1 2

1 2

3
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Restricted access view

Key path wireflow



Style Guide
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Moodboards

Style guide



Logo Colors 

(24px – Big Title) (17px – Body Title) (14px – Body Text ) (11px – Small Text ) 

Fonts 

SF Pro Text SF UI Text SF UI Text SF UI Text

#FEF4C3

#2A2A2A #F9F9F9

#6DBAE8

Hero Color Secondary
Color

#ABD8B7 #FFAF91

App Logo

WeCare

#C8C8C8
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Color & typography

Style guide



Page Elements Button Navigation 

Button Style 

NetworkMed List Me

Med List Network Me

MeMed List Network

Button Primary (Active) Button Primary (Inactive)

Continue Continue
Add
Caregiver

Add
Caregiver

1
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UI kit

Style guide
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UI kit

Style guide

Page Elements

4321302928

111098765

18171615141312

25242322212019

1313029282726

SaFThWTuMSu

July 2019

Can view med lists and refill tasks

CalendarNetwork CalendarNetwork

Tasks

14
Tuesday       Synthoid Refill pick up

        Abel Livingston

18
Saturday       Norvasc

        Abel Livingston

Create a refill task

Vitamin D3

Synthroid

20 mcg

25 mcg

Abel Livingston - Refill pickup 

+2 More Tasks



Input Fields

Time

Frequency

Morning2

Frequency

Morning2

Frequency

Email

 

Email

 haileyhouser@gmail.com

Email

 
Morning

Afternoon

Evening

More Info

 

More Info

 

More Info

 Take with food.

Deault InputDeault Input

Drop Down Input

Deault Input

Tying Input Tying Input

Filled Input

Filled Input

Filled Input
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UI kit

Style guide
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Illustrations
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Redlines

Style guide
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Redlines

Style guide
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Redlines

Style guide


